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Into Orbit
From a remote place
Yet nearer than a thougt
We bridge the time between the space
To witness your ascent

So small, so pure an innocent
So powerfull – undone
You might ask the oldest ones
But truth outlasts the sun

Don't give up your faith
Don't give up your emphaty
Don't give up your love
Don't give up your life

Never stop to ask why
Never stop to care
Never stop to look around
We implore in all despair

Look up, we're down there now
This blue gem is your home
We're orbiting all life
You never were alone

How human nature declines
On what it can't detect
What mystery pervades the source
Is more than you'd expect

Don't give up your faith
Don't give up your emphaty
Don't give up your love
Don't give up your life

Never stop to ask why
Never stop to care
Never stop to look around
We implore in all despair
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Titânes
Endless time, on these rocks
A wonderful drowning of life
We spread our arms to protect
You got the privilege to die

Emotion had no tongue
A wisper is lightning and the sun
Without this there is nothing
And indiffererence causes pain

See how infinite I am
From midnight to midnight I unfold
But then I perish just for you
To be reborn as thunder

The wind, the sea, aware of death
With all the sunken ships within
A body bigger than ones thought
Might keep its secrets tighter

We do not play on graves
Because there isn't room
We play with minds in awe
The brain is wider than the sky

The wind, the sea, aware of death
With all the sunken ships within
A body bigger than ones thought
Might keep its secrets tighter

See how infinite I am
From midnight to midnight I unfold
But then I perish just for you
To be reborn as thunder

We spread our arms to protect
You got the privilege to die
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Propaganda Child
I can't stand your laughter
When the tension is high
I stopped to love the internet
Since WhatsApp made me fly

I love all my friends
I am alone when I weep
My birthdays are a funeral
I cry myself to sleep

You are not on my mind
Because my mind is on me
And me is all
That I can see

You are not on my mind
Because my mind is on me
And me is all
I want to see

How many have died until this day?
And how many will die from here?
My call of duty screams to be seen
And so I stop to be extreme

On my island I'll survive
For as long as I get power
I hide – oh fuck, now I died
I better take a shower

You are not on my mind
Because my mind is on me
And me is all
That I can see

You are not on my mind
Because my mind is on me
And me is all
I want to see

All I want to see is me
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Blind Eye
Wrapped in plastic
No one seems to understand
The reason why I cry out into the night
For justice and for peace

Last night I felt a burning sting
All of beauty stood in flames
Love condensed onto a broken glass
And got swallowed by a deer

That's why I howl at the moon
At least the magic seems to last
All the tears went down the river
And the fire eats the past

Praise it – it's dead -
Poison on the fields
Not from this world
But it grows into the sky

That's why I howl at the moon
At least the magic seems to last
All the tears went down the river
And the fire eats the past

The wind carries the seed
Into all corners of the world
You might have it when it's dead
Stunned by the evil deed

The wind carries the seed
Into all corners of the world
You might have it when it's dead
Killed bye greed

That's why I howl at the moon
At least the magic seems to last
All the tears went down the river
And the fire eats the past
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Pandora
A shiny piece of art
Lies in the depth of life
Do not work the clay
For the sake of human kind

A vault of cold and dark
Pictures of the past
Framed in hope and vice
A bone breaks – the silent lasts

You better cease from blocking her way
You better cease from telling her what to do
Just let her be wherever she wants
Do not try to twist her soul

I wish her mind keeps closed
All the terror of the past
Her thoughts don't have words everyday
She endures the gates to hell
I wish her mind keeps closed
What burns the simple soul
What spears the hungry mind
What taints the charms of life

Eyes of grace and wisdom
Don't cry to speak, you'll miss the way
Alluring and inspiring
She dances the path in unison

You better cease from blocking her way
You better cease from telling her what to do
Just let her be wherever she wants
Do not try to twist her soul

I wish her mind keeps closed
All the terror of the past
Her thoughts don't have words everyday
She endures the gates to hell
I wish her mind keeps closed
What burns the simple soul
What spears the hungry mind
What taints the charms of life
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Look Up, I'm Down There
I can't stand the light
Shining upon me
Because you are gone
You brought me into life

I feel alone
And helpless in these days
Because you're down there
And I have to go on

I hear you in my heart
While I'm on my knees
Look up into the sky
I'm down there - in the clouds
It's time to say goodbye

I feel alone
And helpless in these days
Because you're down there
And Ihave to go on

I have to walk alone
From now on until I die
I feel loss and nothing else
Help me to survive

I hear you in my heart
While I'm on my knees
Look up, I'm down there - with you
But it's time to say goodbye

I can't stand the light
Shining upon me
Because you are gone
You brought me into life

I hear you in my heart
While I'm on my knees
Look up, I'm down there - with you
But it's time to say goodbye

It's time to say goodbye
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Volcano
Whatever I touch
Bursts into flames
All what I see
Is melting away

A soothing breeze
Turns me into stone
Until I come alive
And swallow all anew

I can not stop to feel
Therefore I can not sleep
Alive I am your nightmare
My dead body you can keep

What brings you comfort
Doesn't let me rest
I am much more
Than the soil you walk upon

Whatever I touch
Is melting away
All what I see
Burst into flames

I can not stop to feel
Therefore I can not sleep
Alive I am your nightmare
My dead body you can keep

We can not stop to feel
Therefore we can not sleep
Alive we're your nightmare
Our dead bodies you can keep
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Sunset Devastation
You better take your time
And I will rest the case
The horrible actions taken
Will burst right in your face

We drive in an open car
To see the sunset over the graves
The wind does smell like oranges
And moves the grass in waves

Everlasting construction
Includes death for you and me
Everlasting destruction
Enables us to be and see
Everlasting construction
Includes everlasting construction
Enables everlasting construction
For you and me

We're jumping from a cliff
Into an endless fall
The mind lingers at the edge
Too distant for the call

The city far behind us
And smoke up in the sky
With wings we didn't ask for
We never dared to fly

All grace burnt to dust
Stunned bye the devastation
We lay beside the graves
Our pain is felt throughout the nation

Everlasting construction
Includes death for you and me
Everlasting destruction
Enables us to be and see
Everlasting construction
Includes everlasting construction
Enables everlasting construction
For you and me
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Open With Caution
We see you
But we don't want to hear
We touch our bodies
To feel we're still alive

I am a chain-reaction
A chain-reactor in time
Time is an illusion
It's changing in my mind

I am a chain-reaction
A chain-reactor in time
Time is an illusion
Dancing with my mind

You could be so pretty
But you need too much proof
Proof of your existence
Are the dead beside your path

Nobody wished
Your way to be as hard
Nobody wanted you
To lift that weight alone

I am a chain-reaction
A chain-reactor in time
Time is an illusion
It's changing in my mind

I am a chain-reaction
A chain-reactor in time
Time is an illusion
Dancing with my mind

Do not find excuses
For behaviours not to be excused
Find your inner path
Stop acting – just be true

I am a chain-reaction
A chain-reactor in time
Time is an illusion
Dancing with my mind

We see you
But we don't want to hear
We touch our bodies
To feel we're still alive
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Furious Numbers
All the answers bright and new
There is so much more to do
We do paint the oceans blue
A brave new world for me and you

Too many words to write
Too many books to read
Too many genes to splice
Too many animals to feed

Where are the notes I wrote
Where are the thoughts I had
Where was my wife tonight
Why does this mouse look sad?

I have to clean the mess
I have to pay the bills
I have to focus less
I have to take more pills

I need to work harder
I think I'm going mad
I need to make this test
Is there a monkey dead?

All the answers bright and new
There is so much more to do
We do paint the oceans blue
A brave new world for me and you
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Exile
All I see is the world I know
I am the center of everything
No one is like me
Not at all like me

No one ever ever was like me
No one ever thought like me
No one ever felt like me
Not at all like me

They must be different
They must be selfish
They must be ignorant
They must have something
I didn't get when I was young
They must have something I want?

There was no one ever
Who felt the truth like me
No one ever lived a life like me
No one ever felt this bad
Not at all this bad

No one ever ever was like me
No one ever thought like me
No one ever felt like me
Not at all like me

They must be different
They must be selfish
They must be ignorant
They must have something
I didn't get when I was young
They must have something I want?
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Sky Eye
All these careless minds
Immortal – when what we need is time

I told my soul to come
The clock strikes twelve – whispers of what they sung

Dead birds on the ground
Spread alarm – and they were out of sight

Mad men on the run
Transient – the retreat has to come

It's all in your hand
Explore and learn
Wake up now – we are waiting
Just like you are waiting
For something good to happen

Oh, my heart
I've been here
I have to go now
Have no fear

Oh, my heart
Waste no tear
All of your dreams come true
Around you
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